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Let T, EB(.&), T, EB(O), and A E B(&, .@) be Krein space bicontractions 
satisfying AT, = T,A. Minimal isometric dilations U, f B(J) of T, and U, E B(a) 
of Tz are defined uniquely up to unitary equivalence in the Krein space sense, and 
it is shown that there exists a bicontraction A’ E B(z &) dilating A satisfying 
Cl,,? = Jr/, . In addition all such 2 are labeled. G 1990 Academic Press, inc. 
1. INTRODWCT~ON AND PRELIMINARIES 
For Hilbert space contractions, the lifting theorem has been well known 
since the late 1960s. It has been a powerful tool in areas such as interpola- 
tion theory (see, e.g., [27,28]). Work to extend this theorem has been 
undertaken by the Romanian school which has succeeded in providing a 
lifting theorem for a certain class of operators on Pontryagin spaces (that 
is, Krein spaces with finite negative dimension), including operators the 
adjoints of which are contractions [4]. Daniel Alpay has a version for a 
class of operators on Krein spaces of analytic functions commuting with a 
shift [ 11. The inspiration for the present work came from courses held by 
James Rovnyak at the University of Virginia based on work of Louis de 
Branges [9-l 11, in which it was pointed out that a lifting theorem in the 
general indefinite inner product space setting was an open problem. 
Another source of motivation has been the Schur parametrization of inter- 
twining dilations in the lifting theorem for the Hilbert space case to be 
found in Foiag and Frazho [18, 193, and first presented in f3, 171. This 
parametrization is not used in the present paper, but rather an alternative 
scheme developed by Ball and Helton [7] (which in the Hilbert space set- 
ting is equivalent to the Schur parametrization) is employed. The methods 
used in several of the key theorems in this paper were brought to the 
author’s attention during seminar talks given by Vlastimil Ptak in the 
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spring of 1987 while he was visiting the University of Virginia. His work on 
this to )ic with Pavla Vrbova has since appeared [26]. The Hilbert space 
methocl for proving the lifting theorem that is extended here to Krein 
spaces uses the labeling of all two by two contractive extensions of a given 
contraction. The first work on such an extension theorem was undertaken 
by Ch. Davis [14]. A different proof can be found in Parrott’s paper [25], 
where t is used to prove the lifting theorem. Schemes for labeling all exten- 
sions rray be found in papers by Davis, Kahan, and Weinberger [ 151, 
Shmul’yan and Yanovskaya [30], and by Arsene and Gheondea [S]. A 
useful lisper tying some of these techniques together is by Frazho [20]. He 
uses th : labeling of the two by two contractive extensions to find a labeling 
of all ~:ontractive intertwining dilations. Implementation of the methods 
used hc re is made possible in the Krein space setting by means of a power- 
ful theorem on bicontractions (Theorem 1.7), the proof of which is 
origina!ly due to Ginzburg [21] and Krein and Shmul’yan [24]. 
It hitppens that contractions can behave in a seemingly unexpected 
manner in general Krein spaces, making the extension of the lifting 
theorerr to this setting problematical. A contraction between Hilbert spaces 
or on a Pontryagin space has the property that its adjoint is also a contrac- 
tion. Cn Krein spaces this is no longer generally true. Contractions on 
Krein spaces satisfying this additional condition are termed bicontractions. 
It is for this class of Krein space operators that a lifting theorem is proved 
in this ?aper (Theorem 4.1). 
By a Krein space we mean a scalar product space ~2 that can be decom- 
posed LS the direct sum of a Hilbert sum and an anti-Hilbert space (that 
is, the ;mti-space of a Hilbert space). It is thus an indefinite inner product 
space, 2 nd its nondegenerate inner product will be denoted by ( ., . ) &. The 
space .d may be viewed as a Hilbert space Sa; in the inner product 
( .). >szi, = < .y J. >dt where J is called a fundamental symmetry. It is a 
unitary operator (in both inner products) with eigenvalues 1 and - 1. Thus 
J2=Z. The orthogonal projections (in both d and J@‘~) onto the 
eigensprces associated to the eigenvalues + 1 and - 1 of J are Pf = 
(I+ J)/! and PJ = (Z- J)/2, respectively. This notation is an exception to 
our gereral rule of denoting the orthogonal projection of a space & onto 
a space @ by Pg. The eigenspaces of J are denoted by &J’ and d; , and 
are Hilljert and anti-Hilbert spaces, respectively. Such a decomposition of 
d is ca led a fundamental decomposition. In general for a given Krein space 
&’ neitlier the fundamental symmetry nor the fundamental decomposition 
are unilluely determined. However, all the associated Hilbert spaces have 
equivalent norms. The topology generated by these norms is called the 
strong ‘jr Mackey topology. All topological notions on J& such as con- 
vergenc :, closedness, denseness, and continuity are with respect to this 
topology. 
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A subspace is a linear manifold. A vector x in a Krein space JXZ is 
negative if (x, x) d < 0. A subspace is negatioe if it is composed of negative 
vectors and maximal negative if it is negative and not properly contained 
in any other negative subspace. A subspace JV c d is strictly negative if 
(x, x)~ < 0, x E Jlr, x # 0, and uniformly negative if there exists an Ed > 0 
such that (x, x>& 3 cJ ll~ll.~.,, x E Jf. Analogous concepts when “negative” 
is replaced by “positive” are likewise defined. 
A closed subspace 3’ of a Krein space & is said to be regular if it is a 
Krein space in the inner product of ~4, or, equivalently, it is the direct sum 
of a uniformly positive and a uniformly negative subspace. The following 
theorem offers other useful characterizations of regular subspaces [2]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 2’ be a closed subspace of a Krein space sI. The 
fr,llowing ure eyuivubnt. 
(a) 9 is regular. 
(b) 9 is the range of an orthogonal projection. 
(c) 6p+Ypl=d. 
COROLLARY 1.2. A positive (resp., negative) subspace 2’ of a Krein space 
d is regular if and only if 2’ is closed and unijkmly positive (resp., 
uniformly negative). 
By the above theorem, we see that if 9 is regular, so is dpl. It is clear 
that 5Z n Z1 = {0}, for otherwise 9 would be degenerate and hence not 
a Krein space. If 91, . . . . 9- are regular, pairwise orthogonal subspaces of a 
Krein space &, their orthogonal direct sum is denoted by Pi @ . . . @ 6p,. 
Even if the spaces 3’,, . . . . Yn are pairwise orthogonal but not necessarily 
regular, we can still refer to their orthogonal direct sum. In this case it is 
denoted by 9’i( i ) --.( 4 )dcI,. 
Let B(&, 93’) denote the class of continuous linear operators from the 
Krein space & to the Krein space a. If 98 is identical to &‘, write B(d) 
for B(&, 39). For every A E B(,&, 4?) there is an adjoint A* E B(C#, JzZ). If 
J& and Jd are fundamental symmetries on &’ and 9, A has a Hilbert space 
adjoint A x E B(L~~,, at”,,). 
Self-adjoint, isometric, unitary, and projection operators are defined on 
Krein spaces as they are in Hilbert spaces. An operator A E B(d, .L#) is a 
contraction if 
If in addition 
<A*g, A*g >d < <g, g>a, gE-@, 
sso/s9/r.s 
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A is t :rmed a bicontraction. As noted above, in a Krein space not all 
contral:tions are necessarily bicontractions. Let J& and JS be fundamental 
symmetries on & and $9, respectively. Another way to characterize a 
contrat:tion A E B(d, g) is that 
Then Il is a bicontraction if in addition, 
J# -AJ,dA” 20 on gJa. (2) 
SupIlose A E B(d, ~28). Fix fundamental symmetries J, and J@ on d and 
98. We use the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators on Hilbert spaces 
to writ: 
J& -A”J,A= j 1 WA), 
(6m,m) 
where .5( .) is a spectral measure on &“,,. In the case of arbitrary operators 
on Hil’,ert spaces, the idea to consider this expression originates in [13]; 
the adz ptation to indefinite inner product spaces is found in [4]. Letting 
we deli le 
1, 2 > 0, 
sgn A= 0, A =o, 
-1, 1 < 0, 
J(A)=sgn(J,, -A”J,A)=j sgn(n) dE(1). 
(-m.m) 
Also lel 
D(A)=IJ, -AXJBAI1/‘= jCmm m) fidE(1). 
This is referred to as a defect operator of A. By a defect space, we mean 
C@(A)=(J, -A”J,A)d. 
The defect space may be viewed as a Krein space in the inner product 
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Using J, - AJ,A x we may in a similar manner define J(A ’ ), D(A ’ ), 
9(A ’ ), and ( .,. )9CAX). It is readily verified that 
J(A)D(A)*=D(A)J(A)D(A)=D(A)*J(A)=J,-A”J,A 
and 
J(A”)D(A”)*=D(A”)J(A”)D(A”)=D(A”)*J(A”)=J,-AJ,A”. 
It is worthwhite taking special note that D(A) x = D(A) and I)(.4 X ) X = 
D(A ’ ). By (1) and (2) it is seen that A E B(&, &?) is a contraction if and 
only if J(A) =Z on 9(A) and is bicontraction if and only if in addition 
J(A “)=I on 9(A “). In what follows we will often view J(A) as an 
operator on 9(A) and J(A ’ ) as an operator on 9(A ’ ). 
Since the defect operators are Hilbert space self-adjoint, it is useful to 
sometimes work with Hilbert space rather than Krein space adjoints. The 
following lemma shows that certain properties of contractions and bicon- 
tractions are preserved in this setting. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A E B(&, W), J.,, and J9 fixed f~nd~rn~ntaI ~yrnrn~trie~ 
on &f and LB’. Then 
(a) A* is a contraction if and only if A x is a contraction, and 
(b) A is a bicontraction if and only if A x is a bicontraction. 
Proof. (a) Suppose A* is a contraction. Since A* = J&A ‘J@, it follows 
that 
(A”J,f,A”J,f),=(J,A”J,f,J,A”J,f), 
= <A*f, A*f >st 
G Uf )a 
= <Jssf, Jd >a 
for all f ~9. Since JB is unitary, any g E 33 is of the form g =J@f for 
some f EW. So (A”g, AXg)dG(g,g)9 for all gE@, and thus A” is 
contractive. 
Now assume A x is contractive. A similar argument o the above shows 
that A* is also contractive. 
(b) If A is bicontractive, A* is contractive and so by (a), A ’ is 
contractive. Also (A x )* = Ja A x x J& = Ja AJ,, which is contractive. 1 
A valuable property of contractions is expressed in the following lemma 
(see [2] or [24]). 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let A E B(d, 98) be a contraction. Then ker A is uniformly 
positive. 
The j)roof of the lifting theorem makes use of extension theorems for 
bicontrirctions. The proof of these extension theorems in turn depends 
heavily on the following theorems. The first is proved in [2, 231. The 
second and third results are proved in [2,24] for A E B(d) rather than 
A E B(~Q’, 9). The last of these three results is the most important. The 
proofs offered in the above sources leave out a key step apparently proved 
by Gimburg in his dissertation [21]. The proof of this step, however, may 
be infer -ed from a version of this theorem proved on Pontryagin spaces in 
[22]. Another source, currently available only in Russian, that has proofs 
of these results is [6]. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let d be a Krein space and J& a fixed fundamental 
symmetry on d. A closed negative subspace M of d is maximal tf and only 
iy P;& ntaps Jlr onto dJ;&. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let A EB(&, 99) be a contraction, J& and JB fixed 
fundamental symmetries on Jip and $9. For any f E d such that (f, f >.d d 0, 
where 6 > 0 is a constant independent off: Consequently, if M is a closed and 
negative (resp., strictly negative, untformly negative) subspace of d, then 
AN is a closed and negative (resp., strictly negative, uniformly negative) 
subspact of a. 
THEOI.EM 1.7. Let A E B(d, 9) be a contraction. Then the following are 
equivalet ! . 
(a) A is a bicontraction. 
(b) ctA* is a contraction for some a > 0. 
(c) The image of every maximal negative subspace under A is maximal 
negative. 
(d) The image of some maximal negative subspace under A is maximal 
negative. 
2. ISOMETRIES AND MINIMAL ISOMETRIC DILATIONS 
Even .hough a Krein space isometry is defined as is a Hilbert space 
isometry it doesn’t necessarily share all of the properties of its Hilbert 
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space counterpart. For example, it may not be continuous. The following 
lemmas, proofs of which are found in [8], will be useful in what follows. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let d be a Hilbert space (resp., anti-Hilbert space), $8 a 
Krefn space, and C: d + 58 a densely de~ned isometry. Then C is continuous 
if and only if ran(C) is ~~z~ormly positive (resp. unz~ormIy negative). If C is 
continuous and dam(C) = -01, then ran(C) is closed. 
LEMMA 2.2. If CE B(d, a) is a Krein space isometry, then ran(C) is 
regular and C -I: ran(C) -+ ~4 is a continuous isometry. 
In fact in the above lemma, C-i = C* 1 ran(C). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let CE B(&, 49) be a Krein space isometry. Then C is a 
bicontraction if and only if ker C* ti uniformly positive. 
Proof. Similar results appear in the literature, such as in Krein and 
Shmul’yan [24] and Shmul’yan [29]. A direct proof is given here for the 
convenience of the reader. 
If C is a bicontraction, C* is a contraction, and so by 1.3, ker C* is 
uniformly positive. Now suppose ker C* is uniformly positive. Then 
(ker C* ) ’ is regular by 1.2 and 1.1 and equals ran{ C). Let d = d + @ d - 
be a fundamental decomposition of d. Since C is continuous, by 2.1, 
Cd + and CYCS ~ are closed uniformly positive and closed uniformly 
negative subspaces, respectively. Furthermore if f E d +, g E d -, then 
<a cg>.bw = <.A g>.d = 0, so Cd + and Cd - are orthogonal. Hence 
W = (ker C* @ Cd + ) 0 Cd-. This is a fundamental decomposition of 9, 
the parenthetical term being closed and uniformly positive and Cd - being 
closed and uniformly negative. Thus Cd - is maximal negative, and since 
d - is also maximal negative, C maps a maximal negative subspace onto 
a maximal negative subspace. Since C is a contraction, it must then be a 
bicontraction by 1.7. 1 
Let TE B(d). Following [12], define an isometric dilation of T as a pair 
(U, s?] where d is a Krein space containing d isometrically as a regular 
subspace, and U is a continuous isometric operator on d satisfying 
T”= P$Y”j&, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
The isometric dilation is termed minimal if 
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The rext result shows that any TeB(d) has a minimal isometric 
dilation The proof is nearly identical to that found in [ 121 for unitary 
dilation,; (also see [ 131). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let TE B(d) and let J, be a fundamental symmetry on 
d. Define 
and chat ve 
Jg= 
. . . . . . . . 
0 . . . . 
J(T) 0 ... 
. . . . . . . . * 
for a furrdamental symmetry on d. 
. . . . . . * . . . 
then (U! a> is a minimal isometric dilation of T. 
(b) If T is a contraction, then 
d,, =d;d@{o}. 
The rrinimal isometric dilation constructed in 2.4 will be referred to as 
a canoni,*al minimal isometric dilation. The next result show that when T is 
a contraS:tion, all minimal isometric dilations of T are unitarily equivalent 
in the K:ein space sense. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let TEB(sZ) be a contraction and (U, &} a canonical 
minimal Sometric dilation of T. If ( U’, a’> is any other minimal isometric 
dilation (B T, then there is a unitary operator 4 E B(s?, &-I) such that U’ = 
f+W&‘. 
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Proof. The construction of 4 is as in Sz.-Nagy and Foias [ 311. 
Forf, gE&,, n>maO, 
Similarly, for m 2 n b 0, 
If (U, J} is replaced by (U’, J?‘} the result is seen to be independent of 
the minimal isometric dilation. Hence for any positive integers N and M, 
= j. ( 
where fn, g, E d for all n, 
isometry 4: d + 2 with 
m. Consequently, there is a densely defined 
(3) 
where N is any positive integer andf, E d for all n. The domain and range 
of I$ are dense in d and d’, respectively, because {U, a} and {U’, 2’) 
are assumed to be minimal. 
Note that when N = 0 in (3) we get $( $) = (i), f E 5;9. In other words 
A c dom( 4) and 4 1 d = I,. Let &‘=&?QJ&’ and d”=.&?‘o~‘. Since 
dcdom(d), for fed, gEdom(4)nd’, ($f4g>g,= (f, g>g =O. 
Consequently d(dom(4) n &“) is a dense subspace of &“. 
Since T is a contraction, J(T) = I on 9(T) and thus dl is uniformly 
positive. Then ran(d 1 (dam(4) n zx!‘)) is also positive and dense in &l’, 
which is regular, so by 1.2, ~2” is uniformly positive. Let J, be a 
fundamental symmetry for d. Then d’ has a fundamental decomposition 
d’ = 2’ + @ d’ -, where 59”’ + = &J’, @d” and d’- = &J,. Let J’ be 
the fundamental symmetry on d’ associated with this fundamental decom- 
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positio 1. The important thing to note here is that d and _Qll’ are 
orthogmal in both d’ and d’,. 
By : .l, 41 (dam(4) n d’) is continuous, and so there is a constant 
M’>O such that Iltigl/s;, GM’ Ilgll$JJ, gEdom(#)nd’. Let M= 
sup(M’, 1). Then for fE & and ge dam(d) n a”, 
IMf+ g)ll f&7), = Il4.f + Ml s;,, 
= Ildfll tz;, + II&II FL;, 
6 w llfll& + II gll f&J 
= A4 Ilf+ gll s,,,, 
the last equality holding since J@’ and d’ are orthogonal in both d and 
&.J* T’hus 4 is continuous. It has an extension to all of J$ denoted also 
by 4. Since bd,, * + and d”;4”yJ are, by 2.1, closed, and since ran 4 is the 
Hilbert space orthogonal direct sum of these two spaces, ran 4 must also 
be closc:d and hence all of d’. Therefore by 2.2, 4 is unitary. 
For z positive integer N, if h = C,“=, Un( 2) E d, f, E &, then 
By continuity, &‘U’$= U, or (i’=~SiJb-‘. 1 
A sintilar result to the following lemma for unitary dilations may be 
found iit [12]. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let TE B(d) be a contraction, (U, a} a fixed minimal 
isometri: dilation of T. The following are equivalent. 
(a) T is a bicontraction. 
(b) U is a bicontraction. 
(c) ker U* is uniformly positive. 
Proof (b)o (c) This is a direct consequence of 2.3. 
(a) = (b) Fix a fundamental symmetry J.& on d. By 2.5 we may assume 
without loss of generality that {U, s?} is the corresponding canonical mini- 
mal isor metric dilation of T constructed in 2.4. By 2.4, d, = ,“4J;d 0 (0). 
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Set 
Then 
(4) 
We have (4) by 1.7 and 1.5 since 2’ is a bicontraction. By 1.6, ~4’” is closed 
since U is a contraction So .Af is maximal negative by 1.5, and U is then 
a bicontraction by 1.7. 
(b) =3 (a) Fix a fundamental symmetry J& on &. Again assume without 
loss of generality ( U, 2) is the corresponding canonical minima1 isometric 
dilation. Then it is easy to see that T* = U* 1 r;4. Since U is a bicontraction, 
U* is a contraction, as is U* j &. 1 
The assumption that T is a contraction in the statement of 2.6 is not 
superfluous as is seen in the following example. Suppose the Krein space d 
is uniformly negative (that is, an anti-Hilbert space), separable, and 
infinite-dimensional. Then the fundamental symmetry of d is J= -I. Let 
{e,] 0” be an orthonormal basis for d. Define TE B(d) by requiring that 
Tez, = 2e,, Tezn+ , = 0, n = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
Since Te 2n + i = 0 for any n, T is not a contraction. The adjoint of T has the 
action 
T*e, = 2e2,, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
It is a straightforward exercise to show that if {U, J} is the corresponding 
canonical minima1 isometric dilation as defined in 2.4, U is a bicontraction. 
It is also interesting to note that the operator T constructed above maps 
every maxima1 negative subspace onto a maximal negative subspace, and 
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that T +C is a contraction. This shows that the assumption made in 1.7 is 
also necessary. 
The structure of canonical minimal isometric dilations is investigated in 
a Hilb :rt space setting in [31]. Statement (b) in the following lemma 
actuall:r includes statement (a). It is formulated in the Hilbert space setting 
in [26: , The proof of the Krein space version is identical. 
LEMJIA 2.7. Let TE B(d), J,& be a fixed fundamental symmetry on -02, 
and {C, s?} be the corresponding canonical minimal isometric dilation of T. 
Let 
240 = d and 4, @9(T)@ ... @g(T), n= 1, 2, . . . 
n times 
Then 
(a P$U= TP:$, and 
(b PsnU= UPsnm,, n= 1, 2, . . . . 
3. EXTENSION THEOREMS FOR CONTRACTIONS AND BICONTRACTIONS 
An e egant method for the construction of a dilation of an intertwining 
contraction in the Hilbert space version of the lifting theorem employs a 
theoren~ labeling all two by two contractive extensions of a given contrac- 
tion. T11is method may also be used on the lifting theorem for bicontrac- 
tions in Krein spaces. A brief history of such extension theorems is given 
at the I jeginning of the paper. Our derivation in the Krein space setting 
follows the account in [26) for the Hilbert space case. The first theorem to 
be proved in this section labels all column extensions. We assume as usual 
that d and ~‘49 are Krein spaces. 
THEOIEM 3.1. Let XE B(&, SF?‘) and suppose 9 is a Hilbert space. Let 
J, and Jti be fixed fundamental symmetries on d and .!??I, respectively, 
Q, ~B(d,8), andQ=(~I)EB(&,93@O). 
(a) If X is a contraction, then Q is a contraction if and only if 
Q, = WJ’), 
where I EB(~(X), 9) is a Hilbert space contraction. 
(b) If X is a bicontraction, then Q is a bicontraction if and only if 
Q, =WW, 
where r E B(g(X), 9) is a Hilbert space contraction. 
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ProoJ: (a) Assume Q is a contraction and choose 
as the fundamental symmetry for @ @ 5. By 2.1, J(Q) = Zsce,, so 
D(Q)%r& -QXJIQ 
=Jd-XxJ,X-Q; Q, 
=t>(x)*--p; Q1. 
Thus Q; Q, = D(Xt2 - D(Q)‘< D(X)* on sdp,$. By a well known theorem 
[ 16 J, there exists a Hilbert space contraction I’E B(g(X), 9) such that 
Q, = Z-D(X). 
Conversely, assume Q = (,“,) with Q, = I’D(X), f EB(~(X), 9) a 
Hilbert space contraction. Then 
J~01-QxJfQ=D(X)2-Q!;Q1 
= D(X)(Z- r x r) D(X) 
on s9,,. Hence Q is a contraction. 
(b) Assume X is a bicontraction. Then by (a), Q is a contraction if 
and only if Qr = TD(X), Tg B(@X), LF) a Hilbert space contraction, So it 
is only necessary to prove that Q* is a contraption when Q, is of the above 
form. 
Assume Q, as above. Then Q is a contraction by (a), and by 1.6, Q&T* 
is a closed uniformly negative subspace of ~8 @ 6. Explicitly, 
Now F is uniformly positive, so the negative part of a fundamental decom- 
position of &?@F is .i”~;. Therefore by 1.7 and 1.5, 
since X is a bicontraction. So again by 1.5, Q&J, is maximal negative, and 
thus by 1.7, Q is a bicontraction. a 
The following is a simple, though useful, corollary of the above theorem. 
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Cor OLLARY 3.2. Let 9 be a Hilbert space. If XE B(&, S?) is a bicon- 
tractir. n and Q = (i,) E B(d, g @ 9) is a contraction, then Q is a bicontrac- 
tion. 
Pro ,f: By 3.1(a), Q, is decomposable as I’D(X), where r~ B(g(X), 9) 
is a Hllbert space contraction. This implies by 3.1(b) that Q is a bicontrac- 
tion. 1 
We next have a row version of 3.1(b). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let XE B(d, 99) b e a contraction, I a Hilbert space, 
and J,, and JB fixed fundamental symmetries on & and 9, respectively. Let 
R, E B(d, B) and R = (X R1)e B(d@d, 99). Then R is a bicontraction if 
and or ly $ 
R, = D(X x )I’, 
where r~ B(Q, D(X x )) is a Hilbert space contraction. 
Prolfi Assume R is a bicontraction. By 1.3, R x = (ic ) is a bicontrac- 
tion, so by 3.1, R, = D(X)f, where r~B(d, 9(X”)) is a Hilbert space 
contral:tion. 
Con yrersely, if R, is of this form, then 
R” =(rx;(;x)). 
By 1.3, Xx is a bicontraction, so by 3.1 and 1.3, Rx and R are bicontrac- 
tions. i 
When d and 2.8 are Hilbert spaces and XE B(d, 9?) is a contraction, 
XD(X) = D(Xx )X and X’D(X”)=D(X)X”. 
The situation is more complicated when d and SY are Krein spaces. The 
so-called link operators L(X) and L(X x ) must be introduced. The 
followiltg lemma and corollary are proved in [4]. 
LEM~IA 3.4. Let XE B(&‘, 99) and J& and JB be fixed fundamental sym- 
metries on d and B, respectively. Then there exist unique linear operators 
L(X) E B(iT@(X x ), 9(X)) and L(Xx ) E B(g(X), $9(Xx )) such that 
and 
DO’ ’ 1 -WY = XJ~, DW)l g(x) 
D(X) L(X”)=X”J, D(X”)&,.,. 
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COROLLARY 3.5. Let XEB(G?, 2#), J& and JB be fixed fundamental 
symmetries on d and S?‘, respectively, and L(X) and L(X x ) the link 
operators. Then 
(a) L(X)* = L(X x ) 
(b) (J(x) - D(x) Jd NX))l,c,, = L(X) x JV” ) L(W, and 
(c) (J(X”)-D(X”) JBD(Xx))19Cxxj =L(X”)” J(X) L(X”). 
Note that when X in the above corollary is a bicontraction, (c) becomes 
U9(XX, -D(X”)J,D(X”))I,,,~j=L(X”)” L(X”). (5) 
The next theorem labels all continuous two by two bicontractive exten- 
sions of a bicontraction X E B(d, 98) mapping &’ @ 6 to 68 @ 9, where 8 
and B are Hilbert spaces. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let XE B(d, SI), J, and J, be fixed fundamental 
symmetries on d and 98, respectively, and 8 and 9 Hilbert spaces. Then the 
identity 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between all bicontractions 
and all triplets of Hilbert space contractions {r,, r,, f}, where 
r, E B(b, 9(Xx )), f+ B(g(X), S), and r~ B(B(T,), 9(r; )). 
Proof. Suppose 
is a bicontraction. Let f= ($ E d @&‘, g E d. Then 
So (&) E B(d, 99’09) is a contraction, and, in fact, by 3.2 it must be a 
bicontraction with Q2 = r2 D(X), where r2 cB(9(X), 9) is a Hilbert 
space contraction. A similar argument with Qx shows that (X Q,) is a 
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biconlraction and Q1 =0(Xx )r,, where rl E B(d, 99(Xx )) is a Hilbert 
space contraction. So if & is a bicontraction, 
D(XX Jr1 
Q=(r2,:,) Q3 > ’ 
fl anIl r, as above. 
The condition that e be a contraction may be expressed as 
on (& @ B),,, where 
Equiv; Jently 
Jd- X” J&Y-D(X)r; f,D(X) -XxJ,D(X”)T,-D(X)T; Q3 
-r,‘D(X”)J,X-Q;r,D(x) ZB.-Q;Q,-f;D(Xx)JBD(X)rl > 
i 
!qq2- D(X) ry r, D(X) -D(X) L(X x ) fl -D(X) f; Q3 
= -r;L(X”)” D(X) -Q;Q,+K-r;r,) 
-Q; r, D(X) +r; (am -DO’ x 1 Ja W-1) r~ 
D(rJ’ -L(X”)f,-f;Q3 
= -f;L(X”)” -Q-fr2 -Q;Q,+D(&)’ 
+r;L(X”)” L(X”)f, 
as an I Iperator on (& @ cCF)~, . Lemma 3.4 and Eq. (5) were used in these 
calcula iions. 
Since: ran(D(X)) is dense in 9(X), the condition that & be a contraction 
is seen to be equivalent to 
D(rzz)’ -L(X”)f, -f; Q3 
-f;C(X”)“-Q;f2 -Q;Q,+D(I-l)2+l-;L(X”)” L(X”)r, 
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as an operator on the Hilbert space 9(X)$&‘, Rewrite this as 
i 
Z B(X) -L(X x )r, 
-z-y L(X")" D(r,)*+r:L(XX)X L(XX)z-, 
i 
r,xr* rEQ3 
a QEr2 Q;Q, 
on 9(X) $8’. This equation is of the form T ’ Ta S x S, where 
and 
S=(Z-, Q3):9(X)Q~-+.P-. 
By a well known theorem [ 161, T x T> S “S if and only if there is a 
Hilbert space contraction 
K=(& K,):ran(T)-+S 
such that S= KT. Expiicit~y, 
=z (Ko -z&&(X “)r, + K1 a(r,)). (6) 
Thus K, = r,. This is a Hilbert space contraction (which is automatically 
a bicontraction), and so using 3.3 with K viewed as an extension of K,, we 
see that K1 = D(r,X )r, where r~B(g(f,), $@(r,” )) is a Hilbert space 
contraction. Hence from (6) we have that 
Q = (T,D:X) D’xd,)r’) (7) 
is a contraction if and only if 
Q3 = --r2qxx Jr, + o(r; ) rD(r,), 
I’ as above. Applying 3.2 to 
(8) 
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we see that (7) is a bicontraction if and only if Q3 has the form (8). The 
conclu, ;ion follows. u 
The assumption that 9 and 9 are Hilbert spaces in the above results is 
essentid for the existence of bicontractive extensions. To see this, assume 
in The )rem 3.1 that B is a Krein space with dim FJ; > 0. Then there is 
no bicontractive extension Q = (i,) E B(d, g @ 9) of the bicontraction X. 
For su Jpose there were. Then (X* Q:) and Q: are contractions. If f E 9 
with (f, f )S ~0, then QTf E&’ is negative by 1.6, and we may write 
QFf = P+ + g- 9 g+ -?& 0 # g ~ E A J,. Since X* is a bicontraction, by 
1.7 and 1.5 there exists 0 #a~ aJ; so that X*a = g’+ - g-, where 
g’+ ~a’:+. Now ((;!),(T)),,,, ~0 but (X* Q:)(;)E~:~, which is a 
contrac diction by 1.6. 
4. THE LIFTING THEOREM 
We zre now ready to state and prove our main result. 
THEC REM 4.1. Let d and B be Krein spaces, T, E B(d) and T2 E B(g) 
bicontrcxtions, and { U1, a} and { U,, s} minimal isometric dilations of T, 
and T2: respectively. Zf A E B(d, 39) is a bicontraction and AT, = T, A, then 
there e:ists an A E B(J, a) with the following properties: 
(a] A” is bicontraction, 
(b: P~~ld=A, and 
(c) ZJ, = l&7. 
Any a satisfying these conditions is referred to as a bicontractive inter- 
twining dilation of A. 
Prooj: The proof follows in spirit the exposition of Ptak and Vrbova 
[26]. A short history of this method may be found in the Introduction. We 
proceed by an inductive construction. 
Fix ft ndamental symmetries J& and JB on S/ and 99, respectively. By 2.5 
we may assume without loss of generality that {U,, a} and { U2, a} are 
the corresponding canonical minimal isometric dilations. Let 
&4,=&d and d:, =&@g(A)@ . . . 0 9(A), n = 1, 2, . . . . 
n times 
and 
Sr,=%? and LBn=SB@O(B)@ ... @g(B),n= 1,2, . . . . 
n times 
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Note that by 2.6, 
ker UT =.2OU,d 
is uniformly positive. 
Define R,:Jz?+~~~ and A,:dw+S?oby 
R, = A,, = AP$ 
and Q,: U,d-,9ZII by 
QI UI = U,Ao. 
The operators R, and Q, are well defined and continuous, the latter being 
so by 2.2. We think of RI as the top row of a two by two matrix and Q, 
as the left-hand column of that matrix. For this to be true they must agree 
on the upper left-hand corner. This consistency condition is expressed by 
f’20Q, = R, I W,&, 
or, equivalently, 
PzoQ, U1 = R, U,. 
Let f E d. Then 
P:;Ql U,f = P:;Ui,Aof (definition of Qr) 
=P~$JAf (since (U,A,)sZo?e~,cii3) 
= T,P$W$of (by 2.7) 
= T,AP$f (since ran A c L?&,) 
=.AT, Psof 
= APsoU, j by 2.7, 
= A,U,J 
So the consistency condition is satisfied. 
Let 
~,=P~~Q,=R,I(U,~)EB(U~~,~~). 
We next show that X0, R,, and Q, are bicontractions. To do this, we first 
compute RF and X,*. Let f E d, g E 9%,. Then 
<R,f, s>,= <APsJ g>,= <PZ$J A%),= <AA*g)g 
58018911-6 
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and 
Let g E 9$. Then 
:R:g, R:g),,- = (A*g, A%),- = (A*g, A*gLg, G (g, idso- 
Since J I”0 U, d is uniformly positive and A is a bicontraction, 
<&?g, G+W.,,~ = (Pf,,A*g, P$.,-A*g),,,g 
< lA*g, A*g),,- 
G (g* g>4$a. 
So Q1 is a contraction, and R, and X0 are bicontractions. By 3.2, Q, is 
actualI;’ a bicontraction. 
Observe that W, @5&, is uniformly positive since T2 is a contraction. If we 
replace & by U1 &-, d by d@U, 2, @ by &3,, and 9 by 9$ @G%, in 3.6, 
we see that the conditions for that theorem are met, and so there exists a 
bicontr2ction A, EB(J, 99,) with the property that 
P;;A, = A, and A, U, = U,A,. 
The lirst step of the induction will now be shown. Define 
R,: d+.%, by &=A,, 
and 
Q2: U,d-*~~ by Q,u, = U,A,. 
Note tlat, as before, R, and Q, are well defined and continuous. In the 
same manner as above, think of R, as the top row of a two by two matrix 
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and Q, as the left-hand column of that matrix. The consistency condition 
is 
p~Q2=~,ItbJ9”), 
or, equivalently, 
P~QJJ,=R,U,. 
This condition is verified as before using 3.7. 
Let 
~,=P~Q,=R,I(U,~)EB(U,~,~,). 
By construction, R, is a bicontraction. The calculations for the formulas 
that follow are similar to those done with X0 and Qi. For f E d, g E W, , 
(XI u,f, da, = <UI.L Pt,,A*g).,.a 
Thus 
GwJ,f,xAfh%,~uJlf, Ulf)",J 
and 
<JG%z xl% > u,s? G (89 g>,, 
and X, is a bicontraction. Likewise, 
(Q*U,f,Q*U,f>,,~(U,f,U,f>",a. 
So Q2 is a contraction, and by 3.2 it must be a bicontraction. 
The space %IzO&9i is uniformly positive since T, is a contraction. Hence 
3.6 may again be invoked to show that there exists a bicontraction A, E 
B(J, 91z) with the property that 
PzA,=A, and A,U,= U2A,. 
In general, given a set of bicontractions A,,, . . . . A,, satisfying 
P&A/c = Ak-, and A,Ul= U,A,-,,k= 1, . . . . n, 
we produce a bicontraction A, + i satisfying 
Pz+‘A,+ 1 = A, and A,,, iJI = U2A, 
by the method outlined above. 
For O<kdn, Bkc9?” and ranA,cgk, so 
PzA,=P$+lAk+,=Ak 
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P$A, = A,c, O<k,<n. (9) 
and US: 3.1 to express B as TD(Ao), where P S(Ao) + GJ,, 0 9J is a Hilbert 
space c ontraction. 
Let 
fo 
f= fl E&J. i) 
Then 
In addi :ion, 
IIW,) fl12 = W(Ao)2.ii f kcqza,, 
=((J,-A”J,A)fo,fo),Jd+ 
43 
6 (I+ llAl12) llfoII;,d + 
~(1 + IJAIl*) llflliz,,,,~ 
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Consequently, 
II4f II i,# = llA,foII~J~ +ll~Wh,)fll~,~ 
G II Afo II&# + JIWdf )I&,) 
G 11412 llfoll.‘,, + IlWo)ll* Ilf II ?i+ 
G (I+ 2 11~11’) Ilf lltd,d. 
This estimate is independent of n. Thus there is an operator A” E B(s?, 3’) 
such that 
A”= lim A, 
n-cc 
in the strong operator topology. By (9) we have 
A,, = P&& 
and so, 
A*=A”*pa n %I~ 
For gE& 
and thus 
A”* = lim A”,*. 
n-cc 
That A” so defined satisfies conditions (a) through (c) in the statement of 
the proof is readily verified. 1 
Note that for the bicontractive intertwining dilation 2 of A constructed 
in the proof of 4.1, we have 
where the operator norms are with respect o the associated Hilbert spaces 
defined through the chosen fundamental symmetries. 
Interestingly, the condition that T, is a bicontraction in the above 
theorem is only used to ensure that L&W is uniformly positive, which 
would be the case if T, were simply a contraction. The requirement hat A 
and T, are bicontractions is needed in order that the extension theorem 
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may bc: used. It is not difficult to show (using Theorem 1.7) that if T2 is a 
contral:tion and A and T, are bicontractions, then the intertwining relation 
ATI = ir,A implies that T2 is in fact a bicontraction. The author is 
curremly investigating alternative forms of Theorem 3.6 that would lead to 
a more general form of the lifting theorem. 
5. LABELLINC OF BICONTRACTIVE EXTENSIONS 
In this section we follow Ball and Helton [7] in showing that a one-to- 
one co -respondence xists between all bicontractive intertwining dilations 
A” of a given bicontraction A and certain maximal negative subspaces of an 
associated Krein space. 
Let T1 E B(d), T2 E B(W), and A EB(~, 29) be bicontractions with 
AT, = T2A. Fix fundamental symmetries J& and Ja on J&’ and 28, respec- 
tively. 1 Use let { U, , a} and { U2, B} be the corresponding canonical mini- 
mal kc metric dilations of T, and T2, respectively. Define % = 9?l@ d as a 
Krein rpace with fundamental symmetry 
and @ = = 4 @ A? as a Krein space with fundamental symmetry 
Observl: that %? is a regular subspace of 0. Define the graph subspaces 
%(A) = (:)zZ c 59 and $(A) = (;‘)a t @:, where 2 is any bicontractive 
intertwining dilation of A. Let di = de&, 2+9’ = a@&!??, and 
Q?’ = @ 3 V = &?I 0 d’. Note that a fundamental symmetry on %‘I is 
J 
I 0 
@gl = 
( > 0 --I 
with respect to the decomposition ‘igl= &?’ $ &“. Elements of %, @‘, and 
%?l will be represented as vectors of the form (“, ), where f E SZ’ and g E S& 
f EJ aid gE& and f Ed1 and gE&, respectively. In addition, let the 
space 1’ c 4 be given by 
A = Y(A)( i )%‘. 
Since Q :A) c V, we have Q(A) n $9’ = {0), and so any element of A may 
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be uniquely represented as the sum of an element of 9(A) and an element 
of V’. Finally, define the isometry DEB by 
UI, 0 
lTJ= 0 u,’ -( ) 
IffEd, then (t)f~‘??(A) and 
Conditions (b) and (c) in 4.1 imply an apparently stronger version of (b) 
which will be useful in what follows. It is not difficult to see that A’ is 
representable, as a lower triangular matrix mapping d @ dl to 93 @WI. 
Thus A”(&‘) c 28’. Consequently, we have 
(b’) P;a=P$$P~+P$,)=P~A”P~=AP~, 
and we see that (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent to (a), (b’), and (c). 
THEOREM 5.1. In the situation just described, the formula 
$9 = qa, 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the bicontractive inter- 
twining dilations A” of A and the u-invariant subspaces 9 c J%? which are 
maximal negative as subspaces of G??. 
Proof: Suppose A” is a bicontractive intertwining dilation of A. Choose 
S=S(A”). Forf EJ”, 
(;)f=P:(:)f+Pq;)f 
=($Jf+Pqf)f 
A = 
0 
I f5f +ps 
0 
; fE%A. 
by (b’). In addition, 
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By (a), for f E 2, 
(10) 
Hence ??(a) is a closed and negative subspace 
bicontr %&ion, 
of 4. Also, since 2 is a 
by 1.5 z.nd 1.7. Therefore, for f E a;d, there is a g E dJ,- such that 
Conseqllently, P$S(A")z {O}Og:,, and since @G =&& OJ,t,, %(A”) 
is maxhnal negative by 1.5. 
Conv :rsely, assume 3 is a o-invariant subspace of & and that Y is 
maximal negative in 0. If ($) E 3 then clearly g must be zero since %(A) is 
a graph space and $3’ is uniformly positive. So 3 = %(A”) for some closed 
operato. A” with dom(a)cJ and ran(J) cg. Let f l dom(A). Since 
Ycd4z, 
But ther 
P$Af=AP$ (11) 
We next show that dom(J?) = d. By assumption, 9 is maximal negative, 
so by l.!;, 
P,s(a)=~~=~~o(~~~o~~>. 
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In particular, for any k E d’, there is an h E dom(A”) such that 
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(12) 
Thus h=f+k,f~&;~. But by (ll), PzA”h=AP2h=Af. So by (12) and 
2.4(b), P;Af= 0. However, A is contraction, and it follows by 1.6 that Af 
is negative. This can only be true if Af = 0. Therefore, since 0 = 
(ALAf),~CLf),, we must have f = 0. Consequently h = k and 
d’ c dom(A”). 
Likewise, for any gE a’~,, there is an h E dam(a) such that 
Pi(p)=(;). 
Therefore it must be that h E do,. By (1 1 ), 
g=P&ah=P,P$Ah=P,AP$h=PiAh. 
Let k be any element of &;& and g = P& Ak. By the above, we can find an 
hEdFd, hedom(;i), such that PGAh = g. Hence PGA(h-k)=O, and 
since h-k is negative and A is a contraction, h- k=O. Thus 
do, c dam(d). 
Finally, given any k E d,+,, there is an h E dam(d) such that P:dh = k. 
Since Pydh and Pslh are in dom(A”), it must be that k E dam(d). Thus A” 
is everywhere defined. By the closed graph theorem, A” E B(J, $9). By (1 1 ), 
(b’) holds. 
Now we confirm properties (c) and (a). Since oIy(a) c $(a), for f E .d, 
for some g E d. Hence g = U, f and U, Af = AU,J So (c) holds. 
Since %(A”) is negative, for f E JY?, (10) is true, and thus 2 is a contrac- 
tion. Also 
go = (P;AP,,P$s? (by 1.7, since A is a bicontraction) 
= (P;APsP,,)d (by 2.4(b)) 
= (P~P~A”)J.z”,, (by P-0). 
Thus by 2.4(b), 3~ = (P,A”)JJ~, and, consequently, by 1.5 and 1.7, 2 is 
a bicontraction. 1 
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Note ( dded in proof: It has been shown in recent work that the restriction that operators 
be bicon:ractions is less critical than might appear. A new structure theory for the adjoint of 
a contral:tion operator shows that, after discarding a uniformly negative subspace, the adjoint 
of a con raction behaves like a bicontraction operator. This allows a generalization of both 
the matr x extension theorems and commutant lifting theorem for bicontractions to arbitrary 
contractisns. These results appear in the author’s doctoral dissertation, University of Virginia, 
1989. Th:y will be communicated in a joint work with James Rovnyak. 
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